Informational Section: The Author, Ernest Gaines

Books

Contemporary Authors REF Z1224 .C62
The first and best place to go when you are looking for information about a modern author. Check the index (blue paperback volume at the end of the set), and look up your author’s name. This will tell you which volume to use, then, in each volume the biographies are arranged alphabetically by last name.

Current Biography REF CT 100 .C8
A good source for biographical information about people in many fields. Check the index in the 2000 volume to look up your author’s name.

Online Sources

Literary Reference Center

www.parkland.edu/library
From the Library homepage, click on “Articles and Databases”
→ scroll down to the “Literature” drop down menu
→ click on “Literary Reference Center”

with Document Type Biographies checked, search for Ernest Gaines

Web

Try google.com

Google Tip: Putting phrases (words you want to find together, in order) in quotation marks will make your search more exact.

Search
Ernest Gaines
Ernest Gaines interview
“Ernest Gaines” biography

Results
over 837,000 pages
about 108,000 pages
about 36,900 pages